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are stunned as they catch their breath
from the sprint.
The decision to sprint may not be
rescinded. If after drawing the first card
from
the
Action
Deck,
the
player
determines that he has enough movement
allowance and does not need to sprint, he
still draws the second card, and his
figures are still stunned at the end of the
movement. As with any movement, however,
the figures need not move the full
movement allowance. Similarly, if a figure
was not declared to be sprinting, the
player cannot change his mind and draw a
second movement card from the Action
Deck.
Sprinting figures may be engaged by
Reaction fire as described in Section 3.3.
Sprinting figures do not get the benefit
of cover; treat sprinting figures as if
they are in the open when engaged by
Reaction fire.
At the end of the
activation
in
which
they
sprinted,
sprinting figures once again receive the
benefit of cover.
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7 OPTIONAL RULES
7.1 INTRODUCTION

TM

Welcome to the G.A.M.E.R. System,
and thanks for playing.
This booklet
includes optional rules for Combat
TM
Patrol : World War II, which is the
TM
G.A.M.E.R.
System, applied to skirmishes
set in WWII.
This is a supplement to
TM
Combat Patrol : World War II. You need
those rules to play the game.
There were many ideas that didn’t
make it into the initial release of the
rules. My overriding thought in designing
TM
Combat Patrol : World War II was to keep
the
game
streamlined
and
broadly
applicable without losing any WWII feel.
I tried to keep as much as possible out of
the core rules (Section 1) and in the
advanced rules (Sections 3 and 4).
The
additional optional rules contained in
this supplement are items that I judged to
be very uncommon or very narrowly
applicable. Eventually, when there is a
second edition of the rulebook, these
optional rules will be weaved into that
revision.
Players should be careful to add
optional rules after careful thought.
Each one adds a bit of complication and
may slow down the game. You can play a
very fun game without any of the rules in
this supplement.

7.3 MOVE TOWARD LEADER
WHEN OUT OF COMMAND
Section 3.13 (Command Radii) of the
rules describes the effect of soldiers
being outside the command radius of their
leaders.
That rule states that figures
outside their leader’s command radius only
activate on black cards. To place greater
emphasis on being within command radius,
this optional rule determines that the
only action allowed for those figures is
movement toward the command radius of
their leader. This action still occurs on
black cards. This reflects that soldiers
will instinctively want to rejoin their
buddies.

7.2 SPRINTING

7.4 ACTIVATING COLUMNS

There are times when figures may
need to move quickly for a short time, such
as making a rush across open ground to get
to cover without being caught in the open
while waiting for its next activation or to
close rapidly into melee. Before drawing a
card from the Action Deck to determine
the
speed
of
his
unit,
the
player
announces exactly which figures are going
to sprint. He then draws two cards from
the Action Deck and sums the movement
allowances on the two cards.
All the
sprinting
figures
move
up
to
that
movement distance, may engage in melee if
in contact with enemy figures, and then

TM

The
Combat
Patrol
Double
TM
Random
activation mechanism addresses
most of the drawbacks of other card-based
activation schemes; however, it sometimes
creates odd situations when several units
are moving one behind the other down a
road or trail. This can also happen when
units are entering the table from off
board.
If the third unit in the column
activates before the first or second, the
player is faced with the choice of giving
up the activation (i.e., “passing”) or
moving the unit off the road or trail. To
alleviate this problem, when several units
are moving in a column at the start of the
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turn, roll command dice for all the units,
but do not place them next to the units’
leaders.
As cards are drawn from the
Activation Deck, when the first card is
drawn that corresponds to one of the
rolled command dice, place that die on the
leader for the first unit in the column,
and then it activates.
When a card is
drawn corresponding to another of the
command dice, the die is placed on the
second unit, and so on, until all the dice
are placed.
Once placed, the dice are
fixed for the remainder of the turn. Once
a unit leaves the column, it follows the
normal activation rules.

as possible and that special cases are an
indication of poor design. As mentioned in
the previous paragraph, the vehicle rules
already have a special case for vehicle
effects based on the penetration value of
weapons that hit them. This optional rule,
for consistency, uses the same threshold
penetration value of three.
Table 5
Effects of a Penetrating Hit based on
the Penetration Value of the Weapon
Weapon
Effect of Penetrating Hit
Penetration
on an a Vehicle
Value
3 or less

(Weapons in
Figure 1-1
must hit at
least twice to
check for
penetration.)

7.5 SMALL ARMS VERSUS
ARMORED VEHICLES
Section 4.5 (Vehicle Morale) states
that vehicle DO take morale checks and
that in addition to accruing morale
markers
for
crewmen
wounded
and
incapacitated, vehicles also accrue morale
checks
when
hit
by
weapons
with
penetrations greater than three.
When
determining whether a vehicle is knocked
out by anti-tank fire (i.e., looking for the
large explosion), the basic rules make no
distinction
between
what
weapon
penetrated a vehicle. A large explosion
icon disables the vehicle, regardless of
the firing weapon.
This was done for
simplicity.
While simple, easy, and consistent, it
can lead to the occasional odd situation in
which medium machineguns knock out
tanks, particularly early war tanks. While
this could happen, it seems to happen too
TM
frequently.
Combat Patrol
seeks to
avoid many exceptions and special rules
under the philosophy that the basic
system should be as generally applicable

4

Follow the normal procedure
for a pretreating hit from
Section 4.4.3; however, the
vehicle is knocked out only
when the small explosion icon
is revealed, not the large
explosion icon.

5 or more

Follow the normal procedure
for a pretreating hit from
Section 4.4.3.

7.5.1
of

2

If the hit penetrates, draw a
card for each crewman or
passenger and consult the HE
explosive burst indicator
section. A small explosion icon
indicates the round, spall, or
hot fluids injured the crewman.
Draw another card to determine
whether the crewman was
wounded or incapacitated.
Non-penetrating hits from
weapons in Figure 1-1 of the
core rules have no effect on
armored vehicles.

Method 1

Use the guidance in Table 5 (Effects
a Penetrating Hit based on the
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Penetration Value of the Weapon) to more
reasonably
represent
the
affects
of
machineguns on armored vehicles.
For
weapons
in
Figure
1-1
(Small
Arms
Attributes) of the core rules with a
penetration value of
three or less,
players only check for penetration if, and
only if, the weapon hits two or more times
in the same activation . For instance, a
medium machinegun has a penetration of 2
and a rate of fire of 3. This means that if
at least two of its three shots score a hit,
the player may make one penetration
check. If the weapon penetrates the enemy
vehicle, then the player checks for crew
damage as described in Table 5. A heavy
machinegun has a penetration value of 3
and a rate of fire of 4. This means that if
the heavy machinegun hits all four times,
it may make two penetration checks.
In
practice the heavy machinegun is unlikely
to hit with all four shots, but having four
shots gives it a greater chance of being
able to roll for penetration.

7.5.2

small arms at a truck
with just a driver
inside, any hits will
strike
the
driver.
When
firing
at
a
truck or halftrack
full of soldiers, the
chance of hitting the
driver
is
smaller,
because
the
hits
would be randomized
across
all
the
vehicle’s
occupants.
In
addition,
small
arms should have some Figure 7-1:
chance of knocking Randomizing hits
out
soft-skinned against soft-skinned
vehicles
vehicles.
To account for this when firing small
arms at a truck, halftrack, or other softskinned
vehicle,
use
Figure
7-1
(Randomizing Hits Against Soft-Skinned
Vehicles) to randomize the hits, just as if
firing at a unit.
Reduce the number of
positions for randomization, based on the
troop-carrying capacity of the vehicle.
For instance, a jeep capable of carrying
four occupants would only count to five
before
cycling
back
around
to
the
beginning.
This randomization is used even if
there are no passengers in the back of the
truck or if there are fewer passengers
than the maximum capacity.
Hits on
unoccupied locations represent bullets
flying through empty canvas. In the case
of a lightly armored vehicle, such as a
halftrack, the cover icons are applied as
indicated in Figure 3-1 (Amplification of
Guidance on Cover Icons) of the basic
rules.
The area labeled “Engine/Tires”
represents the chance that small arms may
knock out the engine. Draw another card

Method 2:

Weapons from Figure 1-1 (Small Arms
Attributes) of the core rules may not
penetrate
armored
vehicles.
Nonpenetrating hits from weapons in Figure 11 of the core rules have no effect on
armored vehicles.
These weapons may
injure exposed crewmen, but those crewmen
may be protected as described Section
1.5.2, Step 5.

7.6 KNOCKING OUT ANTI-TANK
GUNS
In the core rules, players attempt to
knock out anti-tank guns by essentially
killing
the
entire
crew
with
high
explosive weapons.
In most cases, this
seems to work just fine; however, some
players have asked for a method of
disabling the gun itself.
Anti-tank guns are very small and
difficult to hit with an anti-tank round,
so the approved technique remains firing
HE at the crew. When the burst radius of a
medium or large HE weapon rests over the
breach of the anti-tank gun, draw a card
from the Action Deck. If the result is a
small explosion icon, the gun is disabled
for the remainder of the game.

7.7 FIRING SMALL ARMS AT
SOFT-SKINNED VEHICLES
An odd situation can sometimes occur
when using the basic rules. When firing
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from the Action Deck. Any explosion icon
knocks out the engine or flattens enough
tires that the vehicle cannot move for the
remainder of the game.

7.8 INCAPACITATION OF A
PLATOON LEADER
Section 3.15 (Leader Death) of the
core
rules
describes
the
optional
procedure to account for the death of a
team, squad, or section leader. This rule
describes what happens when platoon
leaders are incapacitated.
When
a
platoon
leader
is
incapacitated,
all
teams
within
the
platoon are immediately pinned. When the
reshuffle
card
is
drawn
from
the
Activation Deck, one of the squad or
section leaders is designated to be the
new platoon leader, and a soldier within
the promoted squad leader’s team is
designated as the new leader of that team.
These promoted leaders have the command
radii of their new position, as described
in Section 3.13 (Command Radii).
Each
squad, section, or team within the platoon
must go through the normal procedure
described in Section 1.8 (Guts and Morale)
to recover from being pinned.
Some armies included a platoon
sergeant or some other second in command
(2IC) within the platoon. The 2IC must be
represented by a specified figure on the
table.
When the platoon leader is
incapacitated, if the 2IC is still present
(i.e., not incapacitated), the platoon is not
pinned as described in the previous
paragraph. If both the platoon leader and
2IC
are
incapacitated,
the
previous
paragraph
applies.
This
gives
a
significant
advantage
to
those
organizations that have both a platoon
leader and platoon sergeant.

Cover) that small arms have a penetration
value. While these had little or no effect
in a WWII game, they come into play when
representing body armor. Weapons with
higher
penetration
numbers
have
a
greater likelihood of penetrating armor.
Body armor is in classes I through X
(Roman numerals) with I being the least
effective and X being the most effective.
The protection value of armor is the same
as its class, so class III armor has a
protection value of three, for instance.
Recall also that the Action Deck
cards include a hit location icon that had
no impact in the basic game and were used
only at the highest resolution to add
detail to the results of wounds as
described in Section 3.25 (Multiple Levels
of Resolution).

7.9.1

Resolving Hits on
Wearing Body Armor

Figures

Players resolve hits, which figure
was hit, how severely he was damaged, and
whether he was protected by cover as
normal.
If the target is wearing body
armor and was not protected by cover, the
player must then consult the hit location
icon to see what portion of the body is
colored red or yellow.
If the target is wearing armor on
the part of the body that was hit, draw
another card and consult the ten-sided die
icon. If the weapon penetration plus the
“die roll” does NOT exceed the protection
value of the armor, the armor successfully
stopped the bullet, but the protected
soldier is stunned.
If the weapon
penetration plus the “die roll” is greater
than the protection value of the armor on
that part of the target’s body, the shot
penetrates. There is some chance that the
bullet will find a seam, weak spot, or

7.9 BODY ARMOR
While
body
armor
was
used
unsuccessfully in WWI, it was not used in
WWII to any great extent.
Before the
rules were even published, members of my
gaming group began adapting the rules to
other historical periods.
I have always
had it in mind that I wanted to use Combat
TM
Patrol
for modern and science fiction
games. An important issue that has to be
addressed for those periods is how to
reflect body armor in the rules without
complicating them.
Recall from Sections 1.5.1 (Weapon
Data) and 3.30 (Weapon Penetration and
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opening or just has enough kinetic energy
to penetrate.
As
an
example,
rifles
have
a
penetration of 1. When firing at someone
with class V body armor in the torso, if
the target was hit in the torso, there is a
60% chance of penetrating; die rolls of
five
through
ten
plus
the
rifle’s
penetration of one will all be greater
than the armor protection of five.
In most cases even if the round
penetrated, the armor still has an effect.
An incapacitation result becomes a wound,
and a wound becomes a stun.
If the
penetration “die roll” was a ten, the
effect of the hit is NOT reduced. Wounds
remain wounds, and incapacitations remain
incapacitations.

7.9.2

was hit, the player uses the normal
procedure to determine where the figure
was hit and whether it was wounded or
incapacitated. Apply the results of the
hit as indicated.
In most cases, neither the horse nor
the rider will get any cover benefit, but
the game master will have to make this
determination
based
on
the
table
situation.
For instance, if a mounted
soldier is behind a wall, the game master
might determine that the wall protects
the horse, but it does not protect the
soldier.
When a horse is incapacitated or
wounded, the rider may be injured. Draw a
card from the Action Deck and consult the
high explosive burst effects section of
card. If a medium burst icon is shown, the
figure has been thrown from the horse and
has been injured.
Draw another card to
determine
if
he
is
wounded
or
incapacitated. If there is no medium burst
icon, the rider was able to dismount safely
from his incapacitated or wounded horse.
Incapacitated or wounded horses are
removed from the table.

Some Suggestions

As a general guide Korean War era
flack vests should have an armor class of
III or IV. Modern body armor would vary
between V to VIII. Armor classes of IX and
X should be reserved for near future and
science fiction games.
For helmets that
fully encase the wearer’s head, the armor
class should be generally two or three
classes lower than that of the body armor.
th
Traditional
20
Century,
open-face
helmets should not be represented as
armored; that was already factored into
the combat results on the Action Deck
cards.

7.10 CAVALRY
7.10.1 Movement
Mounted figures draw two cards,
not one, for movement speeds.
Mounted
figures apply terrain effects in the same
manner as infantry. The game master may
have to make some judgment calls about
whether mounted figures can go through
doorways, up steep inclines, etc. Mounted
figures may gallop, using the sprinting
rules in Section 7.2 (Sprinting). It takes
an action to mount or dismount a horse.

7.10.2 Shooting at a Mounted
Soldier
When firing at a mounted figure, if
a hit is scored, after determining which
figure was hit, the player must determine
if he hit the man or the horse. Draw a card
and consult the ten-sided die icon. On a
“roll” of 1 through 7, the horse is hit;
otherwise
the
man
is
hit.
After
determining that either the horse or man
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7.10.3 Melee
Table 6
Sighting Distances at Night (inches)
Vision
Half
Full
No moon
Type
Moon
Moon

While a mass of horses charging into
infantry as in the Napoleonic Wars has
some documented advantages, it is unclear
whether an individual on a horse with a
baton
or
sword
has
a
significant
advantage when fighting one-on-one with a
TM
dismounted opponent. In Combat Patrol
mounted figures apply a +1 modifier to
their Melee attribute when fighting a
dismounted figure if they move exactly
straight ahead for the last four inches
before making contact with the enemy.
When conducting melee against a
mounted figure, players do not randomize
whether it hits the man or the horse; all
melee effects affect the man.

Naked Eye
st
1
Generation
nd

2
Generation
rd

3
Generation
th

4
Generation

12

24

9

18

36

12

24

48

15

30

60

18

36

72

Visibility between figures that are
both in the same patch of woods is three
inches, not six inches as described in
Section 1.5.5 (Line of Sight).
When firing under conditions of
limited visibility, use the normal weapon
ranges, but unless other conditions exist,
as described below, figures may only fire
at targets within the maximum visibility
distances shown in Table 6 (Sighting
Distances at Night). If figures are visible,
there is NO adverse effect on firing, such
as a shift to the right.
st
As a general guide, 1
generation
night vision includes those devices in use
nd
about the time of the Vietnam war.
2
generation devices are those used through
rd
the 1980s and 1990s. 3 generation devices
th
are in use today. 4
generation devices
are
currently
in
research
and
development.

7.10.4 Firing While Mounted
When
firing
from
horseback,
figures
always
apply a shift one to
the
right
when
consulting the hit
indicator section of
an Action card. The
two shifts to the
right
for
moving
fire
also
apply
when
appropriate
and are cumulative
to this shift for being mounted.

7.11

6

NIGHT FIGHTING

7.11.1 Basic Rules

7.11.2 Flares and Star Shells

Many battles take place at night.
TM
While Combat Patrol : World War II is
focused on World War II (hence the name),
the rules will also allow players to
simulate
more
modern
battles.
For
completeness, this optional rule contains
information on night vision equipment
that was not available in World War II, but
TM
can be used to adapt Combat Patrol
to
later historical periods.
Visibility
at
night
is
highly
dependent on moon phase, cloud cover,
foliage
coverage,
fog,
and
other
conditions.
For simplicity, in Combat
TM
Patrol , only the moon phase and type of
night vision are represented.
Table 6
provides the maximum visibility distance
under those conditions. For instance, with
the naked eye and no moon, soldiers can
only see six inches, but with no moon and
nd
2
generation night vision devices, they
can see twelve inches.

Flares and star shells can be used
to illuminate sections of the table to
mitigate the effects of darkness. The area
of illumination of lights, flares, and star
shells is based on their size. For purposes
TM
of
Combat
Patrol ,
the
size
of
illumination is based on the size of the
weapon that fired it.
Table 7 (Radii of
Illuminated Areas) indicates the area of
illumination as a multiplier times the
radius of the HE blast template that would
be used if firing HE. For instance, when
firing an illumination round from a
medium-sized
weapon,
the
area
of
illumination would be three times the
radius of the medium HE blast radius.
Point light sources at a fixed
position, such as light bulbs or small camp
fires, illuminate the area of a small HE
burst radius until they are knocked out.
(Only in movies is it easy to shoot out a
light bulb, so game masters should make
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Figure 7-2: Examples of when soldiers are
visible and not visible based on the location of
sources of illumination with respect to the
observer and target.

Figure 7-3: Example judgment calls that game
masters may be called upon to make regarding
whether obstacles block illumination.

figures do this by moving into physical
contact with the light bulb.) Large fires,
like
burning
structures,
create
an
illuminated
area
that
includes
the
burning area plus the area within eight
inches of the fire.

7.11.3 When Soldiers Can Be Seen
at Night
Figures can be seen at night if they
are within the visibility distance as
defined in Table 6 (Sighting Distances at
Night).
This is depicted by (Figure 7-2,
example A). When there is a point light
source, flare, or star shell nearby,
figures may be seen even if they are not
within the visibility distance, as shown in
Figure 7-2.
Figures within the illuminated area
of a light source, flare, or star shell (as
described in Table 7) can be seen,
regardless of the distance between the
shooter
and
the
target
(Figure
7-2,
example D).
A figure within twice the
night vision distance can be seen if that
figure
is
backlit
by
a
source
of
illumination
(Figure
7-2,
example
B).
Otherwise figures are not visible (Figure
7-2, examples C and E).
Game masters may need to make
judgment calls regarding when sheds,
vehicles, low walls, or other obstacles
block an area of illumination, as depicted
in Figure 7-3.
When the source of the
illumination is on the ground, such as a
ground
flare
or
white
phosphorous
bazooka round, obstacles may block the
illuminated area (Figure 7-3, example A).
On the other hand, when the source of
illumination is in the air, such as a
parachute flare, obstacles may not block
the illumination (Figure 7-3, example D);
however, the game master might determine
that the obstacle is large enough that it
does block some of the illumination even
though the source is in the air.

Table 7
Radii of Illuminated Areas (inches)
Radius Based
Illumination
on HE Blast
Duration
Type
Template
Point Light
Source (e.g.,
light bulb)

Small HE Radius

Small Burst
Radius Flare
Medium Burst
Radius Flare
Large Burst
Radius Flare

Small HE Radius
x2
Medium HE Radius
x3
Large HE Radius
x4

Large Fires

Size of the fire
plus 8 inches

Until
light is
broken
2
Reshuffles
2
Reshuffles
3
Reshuffles
Until fire
burns
down

Flares
and
star
shells
only
illuminate the area for a specified amount
TM
of time. In Combat Patrol , this is based
on the number of times the reshuffle card
is drawn from the Activation Deck.
For
instance, if a small flare is set off in turn
1, when the reshuffle card is drawn that
ends turn 2, the flare burns out. In other
words, the sequence would look like this:
flare set off, some number of Activation
cards, reshuffle card, some number of
Activation cards, reshuffle card, flare
burns out.
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7.11.4 Search Lights

Section 3.17 felt a bit “bolted on”
because it required the use of special
dice, rather than cards from the Action
Deck.
This rule will feel more consistent
TM
with the rest of Combat Patrol .
Teams must acquire, or spot, targets
in order to fire at them, whether the
figures are hidden (not placed on the
table) or are on the table but have not yet
been “spotted.” Spotting is done using
cards from the Action Deck.

Searchlights create an illuminated
zone that is cone shaped. Use the 3-Shot
template
in
Figure 3-7 of the
rules
to
determine
the
illuminated
area. Treat that
illuminated area
just
as
a
differently
shaped source of
illumination
as
depicted
in
Figure 7-2.

7.12.1 Basic Spotting Distance

TM

Like firing in Combat Patrol ,
spotting has short, medium, and long
ranges.
In daylight, use the range bands
in Table 8 (Spotting Range Bands).

7.11.5 Firing at Muzzle Flashes
Table 8
Spotting Range Bands (inches)
Spotter is…
Short
Medium
Long

Firearms exhibit a distinct muzzle
“flash” at night. When fighting at night
when a unit fires, the players should mark
the area in some manner. Figures may fire
at an area that is marked in this way, even
if it is beyond the maximum sighting
distance shown in Table 8 (Spotting Range
Bands), but they apply two shifts to the
right when consulting the hit indicator
section of the Action card.

Dismounted Infantry
or Unlimbered Antitank Guns
Mounted Infantry or
Unbuttoned Vehicle
Crews
Buttoned Vehicle
Crews or Passengers

7.11.6 Morale at Night

20

40

80

10

20

40

5

10

20

These range bands apply to spotting
attempts against target areas that are not
automatically spotted.
If using the night fighting rules in
Section 7.11, use the shorter of the ranges
between Table 6 (Sighting Distances at
Night) and Table 8 (Spotting Range Bands)
for spotting distances. For instance, the
maximum visibility distance with the
naked eye and a moon moon is 24 inches in
Table 6. The spotting range bands then
would be 6 inches (short), 12 inches
(medium), and 24 inches (long), following
the normal range pattern for Combat
TM
Patrol .
Dismounted
and
mounted
infantry would use these ranges, which
are shorter than those found in Table 8,
but buttoned vehicle crews would use the
values in Table 8.

Soldiers who are not accustomed to
fighting at night are frequently more
skittish than in daylight.
While night
fighting is a characteristic of modern
combat, particularly for western forces,
during WWII relatively few units received
extensive
night
fighting
training.
Example units trained to fight at night
were
Commandos,
some
Rangers,
and
airborne forces. Unless specially trained
to fight at night, the Guts rating of
figures is reduced by one level, from Elite
to Regular and from Regular to Green.
There is no overarching rule for which
units should have their Guts reduced; the
game master must designate this as a
scenario rule.

7.12 ALTERNATE SPOTTING
RULES

7.12.2 Basic Spotting Rules

In the Quick Start Guide, all
figures are visible and are valid targets
as long as line of sight exists. In the real
world,
the
terrain
has
many
more
undulations and small bits of concealment
than a gaming table. This rule is meant to
replace Section 3.17 (Spotting) of the basic
rulebook.
Some
players
of
Combat
TM
Patrol
noted that the spotting rules in

To spot enemy figures or vehicles,
figures from at least one friendly team
must have line of sight to the area to be
spotted. Line of sight must exist from at
least one figure of the spotting team to
target area, and that figure must be
facing the spotted area. If line of sight
exists figures and vehicles automatically
become
spotted
if
they
meet
the
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conditions described in Table 9 (When
Figures or Vehicles are Automatically
Spotted). As soon as all these conditions
are met, the figures are marked as spotted
without figures from the other side
taking any actions. When figures are not
automatically
spotted,
teams
make
a
spotting attempt before movement but
after morale checks.

figures or vehicles in the target area are
spotted. Otherwise the spotting check
failed, but the spotting team may still
activate normally.
If a spotted area contains both
personnel and vehicles, two checks are
made, one for the vehicles and one for the
personnel. In this way it is possible to
spot the personnel, the vehicles, neither
the personnel nor the vehicles, or both
the personnel and the vehicle.

Table 9
When Figures or Vehicles are
Automatically Spotted

Table 10
Modifiers to Spotting Attempt
One Shift to the Right

Vehicles and personnel in the open are
automatically spotted in daylight conditions,
regardless of distance.

Target area is at medium range
Enemy in target area is infantry or
unlimbered anti-tank guns

Vehicles and personnel in the open are
automatically spotted in nighttime conditions if
they are within the maximum distances indicated
in Table 6.
Vehicles or personnel who fire are automatically
spotted.
When a vehicle in concealment (e.g., woods) moves,
it is automatically spotted by infantry or antitank guns, but not vehicles. Stationary vehicles
in concealed positions are not automatically
spotted. Moving personnel in concealment are not
automatically spotted.

Two Shifts to the Right
Target area is at long range

7.12.4 Results of Spotting Checks
Place the spotted personnel and/or
vehicles on the table if they are not
already on the table and mark them as
“spotted” in some way. Once figures or
vehicles in the target area are spotted,
all teams within the spotting platoon may
fire on them, subject to all rules in
Sections 1.5 (Shooting), 3.5 (Examples of
Cover), and 3.6 (Examples of Concealment).
Enemy figures and vehicles remain
spotted unless they move to a position in
which no friendly units have line of sight
to them. To become unspotted, the enemy
figures must end their activation out of
line of sight of all friendly units. Even if
the friendly team that originally spotted
the enemy is killed, as long as some
friendly team has line of sight to it, the
figures or vehicles remain spotted.
This
rule does allow a player to game the
system by ducking back behind cover and
then moving back to the edge of the woods,
but to do so, the team will lose two
activations of firing.
There is no good
way to legislate this kind of gaminess,
since it is a real battlefield tactic to
move from position to position to avoid
being acquired as a target by the enemy.

When two figures or vehicles come into physical
contact they are each automatically spotted.
When a figure comes into physical contact with a
vehicle, the vehicle is automatically spotted.

Spotting attempts are free and do
not cost any of the figures in the team an
action during the activation. A team can
make
only
one
spotting
check
per
activation. One spotting check is made for
the entire spotting team.

7.12.3 Making a Spotting Attempt
The player controlling the spotting
team declares that he is spotting into a
particular area, draws a card from the
Action
Deck,
and
consults
the
hit
indicator section of the card. Spotting is
done into a single area, just as described
in Section 1.5.3 (Fire at a Target Area) for
firing, such as a wooded area, wall,
building, etc.
The target area for the
spotting attempt is at most three inches
wide for each figure within the spotting
team.
To use the hit indicator, start by
looking at the letter matching the
spotting team’s leader’s Guts attribute, E
for elite, R for regular, and G for green.
Apply
any
modifiers
from
Table
10
(Modifiers
to
Spotting
Attempt).
All
modifiers are shifts to the right. If the
resultant symbol is a bullet hole, the
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